STEM/ STEAM Georgia Social Media
We look forward to connecting with you this school year. Be sure to follow our official social media pages.

Facebook: Georgia DOE STEM/ STEAM
Twitter: @STEMgeorgia
Instagram: @gadoe_stem_steam

Collaborate Online
Collaborate with other STEM/ STEAM educators in Georgia this year through the new GaDOE Online Community. The STEM/ STEAM collaboration groups are led by instructional coaches and educators who are experts in STEM/ STEAM instruction and certification.

• Elementary STEM/ STEAM Facilitators—Intro video
  • Tracy Ingram, Len Lastinger Elementary School
  • Brantley Sawyer, Pine Ridge Elementary School
  • Natasha Smith, Evoline C. West Elementary School

• Secondary STEM/ STEAM Facilitators—Intro video
  • Courtney Bryant, Drew Charter School
  • Alecia Frizzell, Union County High School
  • Terra McMillan, Thomson Middle School

These experts will share strategies to enhance STEM/ STEAM instruction by facilitating online discussions, leading live professional learning, and posting resources.

Upcoming Events
This fall, we will offer a variety of virtual professional learning opportunities including student panels, introduction to STEM/ STEAM webinars, and online courses. Learn more here.